Small UX tests on wikipedia.org
What makes it a “small UX test”

- A front-end change that is technically fairly easy to pull off.
- With a clear success criteria
- Focusing on something that have a measurable benefit to our users.
- Test is run for a small period of time. 1 week maybe.
Some ideas
Search text field

Change the text field size
Change the button colour and size

Success criteria:
What to measure:
Search text field on English Wiki

Change the text field size
Change the button colour and size

Success criteria:
What to measure:
Self-defense

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

(Redirected from Self defense)

For the legal theory of self-defense, see Right of self-defense.

*Home defense* redirects here. For the film, see Home Defense.

**Self-defense or self-defence** (see spelling differences) is a countermeasure that involves defending the well-being of oneself or of another from harm.[1] The use of the right of self-defense as a legal justification for the use of force in times of danger is available in many jurisdictions, but the interpretation varies widely.[2]
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   1.1 Unarmed
   1.2 Armed
2. Mental
3. Other forms
   3.1 Avoidance
   3.2 De-escalation
   3.3 Personal alarms
4. Self-defense education
5. Legal aspects
6. See also
7. References

### Physical

Physical self-defense is the use of physical force to counter an immediate threat of violence. Such force can be either armed or unarmed. In either case, the chances of success depend on a large number of parameters, related to the severity of the threat on one hand, but also on the mental and physical preparedness of the defender.

### Unarmed

Many styles of martial arts are practiced for self-defense or include self-defense techniques. Some styles train primarily for self-defense, while other martial or combat sports can be effectively applied for self-defense. Some martial arts train how to escape from a knife or gun situation, or how to break away from a punch, while others train how to attack. To provide more practical self-defense, many modern day martial arts schools now use a combination of martial arts styles and techniques, and will often customize self-defense training to suit the participants' lifestyles, occupations, age groups and gender, and physical and mental capabilities.
Make search type-ahead better

Show Wikidata description
Show Article image

Success criteria:
What to measure:
Make type-ahead better on Wiki

Show Wikidata description
Show Article image

Success criteria:
What to measure:
Self-defense

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
(Redirected from Self defense)

For the legal theory of self-defense, see Right of self-defense.
"Home defense" redirects here. For the film, see Home Defense.

Self-defense or self-defence (see spelling differences) is a countermeasure that involves defending the well-being of oneself or others from harm. The use of the right of self-defense as a legal justification for the use of force in times of danger is available in many interpretations varying widely.
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Physical

Physical self-defense is the use of physical force to counter an immediate threat of violence. Such force can be either armed or unarmed. In either case, the chances of success depend on a large number of parameters, related to the severity of the threat on one hand, but also on the mental and physical preparedness of the defender.

Unarmed

Many styles of martial arts are practiced for self-defense or include self-defense techniques. Some styles train primarily for self-defense, while other martial or combat sports can be effectively applied for self-defense. Some martial arts train how to escape from a knife or gun situation, or how to break away from a punch, while others train how to attack. To provide more practical self-defense, many modern day martial arts schools now use a combination of martial arts styles and techniques, and will often customize self-defense training to suit the participants' lifestyles, occupations, age groups and gender, and physical and mental capabilities.

Armed

...
Move the search box higher

Remove Wikipedia globe
Show major language links on just one line taking less space

Success criteria:
What to measure:
Move language links into dropdown

Remove Wikipedia globe and rest of the lang links
Show major language links on just one line taking less space

Success criteria:
What to measure: